MacLoggerDX
"Hands down, the Premier Logger for the Mac!" - Rich Seifert (KE1B)
Organizing and filtering the spots from your favourite DX Cluster for DX, casual Contesting or rag-chewing.
MacLoggerDX supports more than a hundred radios, tuning to the filtered spots you are interested in, swinging
your beam around. Alerting you to rare contacts or Band Openings and looking up, displaying on 2D, 3D and
Satellite Maps and logging your contacts to a super fast sql database. MacLoggerDX can also email you when
the Bands are open or that rare DX is spotted. Awards Tracking, Band Activity, Schedules, Memories, QSL
Generation, ADIF import, export, Club Log integration, eQSL, LoTW Confirmations and much more.
MacLoggerDX looks up calls
on QRZ XML or any popular
Call Book service, its internal
database, the ARRL country
and DX lists, SOTA, SKCC,
IOTA and your Log Book
showing you at a glance when
and on what band and mode
you worked this station and
more importantly - if you need
to work it now.
MacLoggerDX can tune your
rig to a pre-arranged schedule
or net - interrupting the program if something of interest
pops up on the DXCluster.
MacLoggerDX automatically
tracks DXCC, IOTA, WAS,
VUCC and CQ WAZ Awards
and will notify or Email you if
that rare DX pops up on the
DX Clusters. It has a Bands
Display panel which tracks
activity by Band and lets you
quickly tune to the action and
includes Stacking registers for
quick recall of interesting frequencies.
MacLoggerDX features popup
selection of multiple logs,
searching and sorting based
on any log field, automatic
one-click generation of eQSL
Cards, printing of log reports,
envelopes, QSL Cards and
bulk address labels, unlimited
user-customizable memories,
Drag and Drop Scan List,
UTC scheduled events, an
integrated CW, Text-toSpeech, Voice keyer and quick-select
switching between multiple rigs.

Download the demo and give it a try:

www.dogparksoftware.com

